
Santun (“Politeness”), an example of gamelan angklung, comes from Balinese 
Hindu religious ceremonies, where such pieces accompany celebrations of temple 
anniversaries and offer musical commemorations during funerary rituals.

Many compositions within Bali reference aspects of the natural world, perhaps not 
surprising given Bali’s grand beaches, lush rainforests, and volcanic landscapes. 
Yet in gamelan music, the Balinese often remark upon small ecological encounters, 
such as in our composition performed today: Guak Maling Tahoh, “the crow steals 
an egg,” which ends our concert.   

The concert today makes for one of the most challenging performances by 
our ensemble thus far and reflects the ensemble members’ hard work and 
accomplishments through the three years we have had these rented instruments 
in residence at University of Tennessee. Next academic year, we hope you’ll join us 
when we introduce our new set of instruments, now being hand-forged and carved 
for University of Tennessee in Bali, Indonesia.

Thanks to Jeffrey Pappas, Director of the School of Music, for supporting this new 
performance direction. 
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We hope you enjoyed this performance. Private support from music  
enthusiasts enables us to improve educational opportunities and  

develop our student artists’ skills to their full potential.  

To learn more about how you can support the School of Music,  
contact Chris Cox, Director of Development,  

865-974-7692 or ccox@utfi.org.
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The Indonesian term gamelan, more or less synonymous with the term “orchestra,” 
means “to hammer,” and refers to an ensemble of bronze metallophones, gongs, 
flutes, and drums, played by as few as four and as many as 40 people within 
dozens of different ensemble configurations. The music of the gamelan features 
an intricate blend of sonorities, structured and patterned in unique rhythmic and 
melodic systems.

Begun in the fall of 2015, the University of Tennessee’s Balinese gamelan is a 
gamelan semar pegulingan, a distinct “chamber orchestra” developed during 
the 13th-16th centuries and important within Balinese court life through the 19th 
century. Recently, its sonic characteristics, with its use of seven rather than five 
tones, has attracted renewed interest and created a revival for this kind of gamelan 
within Bali and beyond. We explore some of those sonic possibilities today in our 
concert with a mix of traditional and new music for gamelan.

Bapang Selisir, which begins our concert, illustrates one style heard in the courtly 
tradition of our gamelan semar pegulingan, an ensemble whose name has been 
translated as “gamelan of the bed chamber” and hence, “gamelan of love.” On a 
technical level and much like, for instance, how Beethoven’s Piano Sonata no. 32 
in C Minor indicates the composition’s form (sonata) and tonal key (C minor), the 
title Bapang Selisir, references the Balinese composition’s structure, heard in the 
repeating eight-beat bapang gong pattern, and its musical scale, the five-tone 
selisir.

Our arrangement of Gending Tembung reaches back into the repertory of the 
ceremonial music heard among Balinese court orchestras, the gamelan gong gedé, 
which could be heard prior to Bali’s colonization by the Dutch in the early 20th 
century. While gamelan gong gedé included some forty musicians, obviously much 
larger than our ensemble, it shared with semar pegulingan the trompong and its 
14 horizontal “kettle” gongs, often featured as a soloist with extended melodies. 

Miarsa (“Listen, Hear”) features Jorge Vareigo on bass clarinet in collaboration 
with the ensemble members for our newest work. In this performance we 
emphasize traditions of listening, collective participation, and concern for sound 
and its qualities of sociability as underscored in the work of John Cage and Pauline 
Oliveros, among others. Through group improvisation, our performance tonight 
emphasizes the rich timbral qualities possible for our gamelan semar pegulingan in 
combination with Vareigo’s extraordinary bass clarinet.  

Many gamelan compositions can be heard in sacred as well as secular contexts. 
Indeed, such distinctions are less important, and more fluid, among the Balinese 
than within the west. Baris, mostly heard as a secular composition today, comes 
out of temple festivities that would feature dances by men as a representation of 
a line of warriors within struggles between of good and evil. An energetic piece, 
the importance of the cycle within gamelan music can be heard in the alternation 
of two eight-beat gong patterns, gilak and bapang, led by the kendang drummer, 
who guides the musicians between these two phrases with cues through an angsel, 
or break.

In Two Motets for Gamelan, we have arranged two vocal motets from 13th-century 
France, which originally layered several musical lines and texts upon one another 
into a polyphonic and polytextual whole. We selected these pieces because, like 
Balinese compositions, French motets feature a stratified style of composition, 
whereby the lowest voices of the texture are the slowest moving and the highest 
voices are the most decorated and rhythmically complex. Also as seen in Balinese 
music culture, these French motets variously carried both sacred and secular 
connotations.


